Episodes to Watch
Each episode listed below addresses an important issue, such as pet adoption and animal
safety. Watch these episodes with your child on TV, online at PBSKids Go!, or download
episodes from iTunes.

As you watch and afterwards, talk with your child about the episode. You can discuss what
happens in the story and answer any questions your child may have.

Ain’t Nothin’ But a Pound Dog (two-part episode)

Martha loses her collar and winds up in the animal shelter. When Martha’s family comes to
take her home, she decides she can’t leave her shelter friends behind. Adopting that many
dogs is out of the question, so Martha, Helen, and T.D. cook up a plan to find families for
the pound pooches.

Carolina Picks a Lily
Carolina adopts a new puppy, and she’s so excited. It matches her purse! But when the
gang points out the pup won’t stay pocketbook-sized for long (check out those paws), she
regrets her impulsive adoption. Will they be able to find a home for Lily?

Martha in the White House (two-part episode)

The new president is looking for a dog to live in the White House. Martha knows the
perfect dog for the job! What better way to recommend some of her neighborhood pals
than to put in a few calls to the White House herself ?

Martha’s Life in Crime (two-part episode)

Martha tells the story of her puppy days in the animal shelter and her excitement in finding
a family. But it turns out that Helen wasn’t the first person who adopted Martha.

Paws and Effect
When Martha gets a piece of glass in her paw, everyone realizes that littering hurts more
than the environment.

The Trouble with Teddy
Teddy, a neighborhood dog, is sick, and the vet doesn’t know why. Even Martha can’t
diagnose the patient. The dog pack scours the yard for hazardous materials—but the
cause of the problem could be right under their noses.
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There Goes the Neighborhood
Everyone knows dogs don’t like cats, but could one little kitten change Martha’s mind?

Martha’s Millions
When Carolina reads about a dog inheriting millions, she’s appalled. What could a dog do
with all that money? Martha discovers that it isn’t who spends it, but how you spend it, that
matters most.
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